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ABSTRACT A periodic fixed-frequency staggered line leaky wave antenna (LWA) with wide-range beam
scanning capacity is proposed in this paper. The reconfigurable antenna is based on a periodic staggered line
LWA. The dispersion and Bloch characteristics of the periodic antenna is analyzed by theMacro Cell Method
(MCM). The open-stop band (OSB) of the antenna can be suppressed effectively using the relationship
between widths of oblique feeding lines and stubs. The reconfigurable characteristic is achieved by switches
and microstrip lines between the edge gaps of each unit cell. A ‘‘supercell’’ is established by combining
several reconfigurable unit cells, and the state is controlled by connecting or disconnecting the edge gaps
of each unit cell using switches. Fixed-frequency beam-scanning capacity is implemented due to different
propagation constants in different supercell states. The prototyped reconfigurable antenna can scan the beam
between 130◦ and 54◦ at 4.5 GHz.

INDEX TERMS Periodic, LWA, reconfigurable, broadside radiation, macrocell.

I. INTRODUCTION
The microstrip leaky wave antenna (MLWA) has attracted
significant research attention since being developed in
1979 [1] due to unique advantages, such as simple struc-
ture, low profile, and beam-scanning capacity in the
H-plane [2], [3]. MLWA designs with backward-to-forward
beam-scanning capacity using the periodic waveguide struc-
ture have been reported [4]. Various periodic antenna
designs have been developed, such as the periodic half-
width MLWA [5], periodic triangle truncated DSPSL-based
antenna [6], and a new type of circularly polarized printed
periodic LWA structure [7].

However, the present of an open-stop band (OSB) limits
the radiation of periodic structures in the broadside direc-
tion, causing a degraded radiation pattern and high return
loss [8], [9]. Several methods have been proposed to suppress
the OSB in periodic structures. The balanced condition has
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been confirmed as a useful condition in designing the CRLH
LWA to reduce the OSB [10]. An OSB elimination technique,
equal phase shift condition, for a class of periodic LWA
with two types of uniform transmission lines in alternatively
cascading arrangement is proposed in [11].

The beam scanning capacity of the MLWA depends on
variations in frequency [12]. Most communication systems
operate in the predefined frequency; thus, scanning at a
selected frequency is highly desirable [13], [14]. One method
is to manipulate the phase constant of the leakymicro-slotline
using reactive loading across the slotline [15]. Another
method involves changing the feed position along an edge,
with a main beam scan from 50◦ to 80◦ at 1.12 GHz [16].
A novel fixed-frequency electronically steerable 1-D LWA
based on a tunable high impedance surface was presented
in [17] with a scanning range of 21◦ at 5.6 GHz. A radiation
pattern-reconfigurable LWA based on SIW structure is pre-
sented in [18], and the beam can be steered from 45 to 68 at
5.2 GHz. Another method involves implementing a reconfig-
urable antenna using binary switches, and the antenna can
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FIGURE 1. Periodic staggered line LWA. (a) Top view; (b) Detail view.

scan the main beam between 31◦ and 60◦ at 6 GHz [19].
A new double-gap capacitor technique to control the radi-
ation of periodic half-width MLWAs at a fixed frequency
was presented in [20]. A beam-scanning LWA based on
the half-mode bent corrugated SIW structure was proposed
in [21], and the antenna achieves a scan-angle range of 25◦ at
5.8 GHz.

A periodic fixed-frequency LWA with wide-range beam
scanning capacity is outlined herein. The structure is based on
a periodic staggered line antenna. In Section II, the dispersion
and Bloch characteristics of the periodic antenna are analyzed
by MCM. A method for suppressing the OSB is obtained,
and the antenna performance is confirmed with measured
results. In Section III, the reconfigurable characteristics and
implementation of the fixed-frequency beam scanning capac-
ity are discussed. In Section IV, a prototype of the proposed
periodic fixed-frequency antenna based on periodic staggered
line LWA is presented. In Section V, measured results of
the proposed reconfigurable structure in selected ‘‘supercell’’
states are shown.

II. PERIODIC LEAKY WAVE ANTENNA
A. DISPERSION CURVES
A periodic staggered line leaky wave antenna, shown
in Fig. 1, is proposed. This periodic staggered line LWA
consists of a series of stubs and oblique feeding lines, which
are periodically and interlaced distributed along the wave
propagation direction.

The transversal spacing is W and the length of unit cell
is p, which is also the periodic of the proposed structure.
The propagation wavenumber kzn is mainly determined by
the parameters above. To achieve better impedance matching
and ease of testing, a piece of 50-� microstrip transmission
line is attached on each side of the entire LWA. The excitation
signal is input to the left side of the antenna, and the load is
connected to the right side for absorbing the remaining elec-
tromagnetic wave. The proposed periodic antenna possesses
a backward-to-forward scanning capacity.

The periodic structure can be modeled as an infinite cas-
cade of identical networks [22], and the equivalent network
with minimal periodic p is shown in Fig. 2. Each unit cell is

FIGURE 2. Equivalent network with minimal periodic p of a 1-D periodic
structure.

FIGURE 3. The normalized wavenumbers of the periodic LWA.

characterized through its ABCD matrix:(
Vn+1
In+1

)
=

(
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C D

) (
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)
. (1)

The ABCD matrix can be calculated through S-parameters
using the conversion formulas.

The method of single unit (Single Cell Method, SCM)
assumes that the dispersion behavior of the isolated cell
remains the same when it is placed within the periodic struc-
ture [23]. But this is not the case since electromagnetic inter-
actions between unit cells. In order to effectively take into
account mutual coupling effects and sufficiently dilute edge
aperiodic effects, a new network, ‘‘macrocell’’, made by N
adjacent single cells (MCM) is used to analyze the dispersion
characteristics [24].

A macrocell is modeled through the matrix (ABCD)N ,
where the distance between the network is Np, and an esti-
mate of the wavenumbers kz,i can be obtained as follows [25]:

kz,i =
j
Np

ln(λN ,i)

= −
Arg(λN ,i)

Np
−

2πm
Np
+ j

ln(λN ,i)
Np

= βi − jαi, (2)

where λN,i (i = 1,2) are eigenvalues of the matrix (ABCD)N .
The function ln(·) is the logarithm, whose imaginary part is
defined up to an integer multiple of 2π , and Arg(·) is the
principle argument of a complex number in (−π , π ].
Fig. 3 shows the normalized phase constant βzn/k0 and

attenuation constant αzn/k0 of the periodic structure with
different parameters, which are calculated by MCM. The
S-parameters used for calculation are extracted using Anosoft
HFSS. The operating band shifts toward the lower frequency
as the antenna width W increases. The spacing d affects
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FIGURE 4. The normalized propagation wavenumbers of the periodic LWA
with different t/s.

antenna performance as a periodic factor, and this effect is
reflected in shifts of the operating band toward the lower
frequency as the spacing increases.

The open-stop band (OSB) effect is represented by the
bump of the normalized attenuation constant curve, shown
in Fig. 3. The presence of the OSB affects the continuous
scanning of main beam seriously, and the elimination of the
OSB is necessary.

B. OSB ELIMINATION
The proposed periodic LWA consists of stubs and oblique
feeding lines. The oblique feeding line mainly realizes the
energy transmission, and leakage of electromagnetic waves
is achieved by stubs mainly.

The suppression of the OSB can be casted in terms of
a linear curve of the normalized phase constant and a flat
curve of the normalized attenuation constant [26]. The unit
cell of the proposed periodic structure consists of a stub and
an oblique feeding line. The impedance of unit cell can be
adjusted by changing widths of the stub (t) and the oblique
feeding line (s). By changing parameters of the unit cell, the
impedance can be made almost equal to Z0 = 50 � at the
broadside frequency. The OSB in this periodic structure is
related to the ratio of t/s (t and s denote the width of stubs
and feeding lines, respectively).

The normalized propagation wavenumbers of the antenna
with different t/s (W = 15mm, d = 20mm) are shown
in Fig. 4. The wavenumbers given in Fig. 4, where t/s = 1
(t = s = 2.2mm) and t/s = 2 (t = 3mm, s = 1.5mm)
respectively, are calculated by (3). From these results we
observe that there is no OSB effect in the case of t/s = 2.
Near βzn/k0 = 0 frequency, the normalized phase constant is
linear, and the normalized attenuation constant has a small
swing, but is basically constant.

The relevant Bloch impedance of the proposed periodic
LWA is then analyzed by MCM. The elimination of the
OSB is manifested by ensuring that an almost real, non-zero
Bloch impedance ZB is obtained at broadside. From Fig. 5(a),
the OSB effects are evident near the broadside frequencies

FIGURE 5. The Bloch propagation ZB of the periodic LWA with different
t/s. (a) t = 2.2mm, s = 2.2mm; (b) t = 3mm, s = 1.5mm.

(t = s = 2.2mm) clearly. The Bloch impedance, shown
in Fig. 5(b) is real and flat essentially, with a small reactive
bump near 6 GHz, thus confirming the elimination of OSB.

Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the radiation patterns
around the broadside direction in above two cases. From
Fig. 6(b), the main beam scans continuously through the
broadside without gain degradation., which proves that the
optimization technique is effective.

C. MEASURED RESULTS
The prototype of the periodic staggered line LWA is shown
in Fig. 7.

The measured y-z plane radiation patterns are depicted
in Fig. 8. With the increase of frequency, the main beam con-
tinuously steers from backward to forward through broadside.
Experimental results show that the main beam scans from
146◦ to 40◦ when the frequency increases from 4.5 GHz to
7.9 GHz.

The simulated and measured results of main beam angle
and normalized attenuation constants αzn/k0 are shown
in Fig. 9. And the results are matched well. The measured
reflection coefficient and gain are displayed in Fig. 10.
The S-parameter (S11) in the operating band is less than
−10 dB, indicating a strong match. The measured gain is
essentially constant as the beam is scanned through the
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FIGURE 6. Simulated gain versus angle in different frequencies in (a) t =

2.2mm, s = 2.2mm; (b) t = 3mm, s = 1.5mm.

FIGURE 7. Prototype of periodic staggered line antenna.

broadside direction, and its above 6.5 dBi in all operating
band.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF FIXED-FREQUENCY SCANNING
As discussed in Section II, a periodic staggered line LWA
has been developed. Based on the results, a periodic recon-
figurable LWA using switches and microstrip lines between
the edge gaps of each unit cell is proposed.

A. RECONFIGURABLE CHARACTERISTICS
The configuration of the proposed periodic reconfigurable
antenna is shown in Fig. 11. The whole length of the substrate
is 278 mm (4.23λ0), where λ0 is the free-space wavelength at
4.5 GHz. Reconfigurable characteristics of the antenna can be

FIGURE 8. Measured radiation patterns of proposed periodic antenna.

FIGURE 9. The main beam direction and normalized attenuation constant
of the periodic antenna.

achieved by connecting or disconnecting the edge gaps using
switches and microstrip lines.

To help understand the reconfigurable characteristics of the
proposed antenna, the concept of creating a ‘‘supercell’’ con-
sisting of multiple unit cells is created here. The number of
unit cells in a supercell is variable, and the state of each super-
cell can be changed by controlled switches between the edge
gaps. Each switch is in one of two states, ‘‘ON’’ or ‘‘OFF’’,
as shown in Fig. 11(b). For ease of analysis, these switch
states are denoted as ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘0’’, respectively.
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FIGURE 10. Measure S-parameter and gain of the periodic antenna.

FIGURE 11. Configuration of proposed fixed-frequency antenna.(a) Top
view; (b) Switch states (‘‘On’’ and ‘‘Off’’).

B. FIXED-FREQUENCY SCANNING
Here, we use the symbol Si(j) to represent the supercell,
where i denotes the number of unit cells in a supercell
(ith-order), and j denotes the jth state of the ith-order super-
cell. The radiation characteristics of the periodic antenna are
determined by the complex propagation constant kzn. The
direction θSi(j) of the main beam is defined by the normalized
phase constant βzn(Si(j))/k0 [27]:

θSi(j) =
π

2
− sin−1(

βzn(Si(j))

k0
−

2nπ
pSi(j)

). (3)

In conventional periodic structure, the periodic spacing
pSi(j) is always constant, and the implementation of beam-
scanning capacity is based on the relationship between the
normalized phase constant βzn(Si(j))/k0 and operating fre-
quency f . But the fixed-frequency beam-scanning capacity
here is not only related to βzn(Si(j))/k0, but also to pSi(j).
Wherein, the periodic spacing pSi(j) is associated with the
number of unit cells in a supercell:

pSi(j) = ip. (4)

The state and number of unit cells in a supercell are
controlled by switches and microstrip lines between the
edge gaps. The reconfigurable characteristics of the pro-
posed structure is reflected by the transition of the supercell
state. The implementation of fixed-frequency beam-scanning

FIGURE 12. Dispersion diagrams in different supercell states.

capacity has two methods: The first method is to control
the periodic spacing pSi(j), that is, to change pSi(j) via the
number of unit cells (i) in a supercell, then the direc-
tion θSi(j) of main beam changes accordingly. The second
method is that the number of unit cells remains constant
at the selected frequency, the supercell state is controlled
by switches. The normalized phase constant βzn(Si(j))/k0 at
the given frequency is affected by the transition of super-
cell state (Si(j)), and the direction θS i(j) of main beam
shifts.

Based on the description of the fixed-frequency scanning
mechanism, each structure consisting of different supercell
states has a corresponding propagation constant kzn(Si(j)) at a
given frequency. Therefore, the radiation beam can be steered
correspondingly at given frequency.

The dispersion characteristics of the periodic staggered
line LWA is analyzed with MCM in Section II(A). MCMwill
continue to be used here to analyze the dispersion charac-
teristics of the proposed reconfigurable antenna in different
supercell states.

The S-parameters used in the ‘‘macrocell’’ method for dis-
persion characteristic analysis are extracted by Ansoft HFSS.
Dispersion diagrams of the proposed reconfigurable structure
in different supercell states are displayed in Fig. 12, and all
selected structures are in the leakage region. Different prop-
agation constants kzn(Si(j)) are gotten in different supercell
states at 4.5 GHz, and the fixed-frequency scanning capacity
is achieved.

C. VERIFICATION
The reconfigurable characteristics and fixed-frequency scan-
ning of the antenna are verified by Ansoft HFSS. The super-
cell has 22 = 4 states (00, 01, 10, and 11) when a supercell
consists of only one-unit cell. Correspondingly, a supercell
(N unit cells) can be considered a multistate electromagnetic
element with 22N states. For a supercell containing multiple
unit cells, it is possible to find one or more supercells contain-
ing a small number of unit cells with identical characteristics.
For example, the properties of 10 (S1(2)) and 1010 (S2(10))
are identical.
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TABLE 1. Beam angles corresponding to supercell states.

FIGURE 13. Main beams in different supercell states.

TABLE 2. parameters of proposed antenna.

The radiation beams point in the same direction when
two supercell states are rotationally symmetric. As shown
in Fig. 13(a), the man beams of 1100 (S2(12)) and

FIGURE 14. Prototype of the fixed-frequency antenna.

0011 (S2(3)) are pointing at 61◦ simultaneously; the struc-
tures of 010001 (S3(17)) and 100010 (S3(34)) have the same
radiation direction, pointing at 109◦. Furthermore, not all
supercell states provide a unique beam direction. The main
beams of 0110 (S2(6)), 1100 (S2(12)) and 001100 (S3(12)),
100100 (S3(36)), indicated in Fig. 13(b), point at 61◦ and 85◦,
respectively.

In summary, many supercell states provide the same
direction at the selected frequency. In this case, the most
appropriate structure should be chosen according to other
characteristic parameters (e.g., gain and S-parameter). A
fixed-frequency scanning range of 135◦ to 60◦ at 4.5 GHz
is achieved in this antenna design. Details of the fixed-
frequency scanning are listed in Table 1; only some results
are shown here.

IV. ANTENNA DESIGH
The proposed periodic reconfigurable antenna is based on
the front periodic staggered line LWA. A top view of the
reconfigurable antenna prototype is shown in Fig. 14. The
antenna is fabricated on a substrate with dielectric constant
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TABLE 3. Simulated and measured results in selected supercell states at 4.5 GHz.

TABLE 4. Comparison between the characteristics.

εr = 2.55, dielectric loss tangent tan δ = 0.005, and thickness
h = 0.8 mm. All antenna parameters are listed in Table 2.

In order to facilitate the control of ‘‘supercell’’ states,
diodes are introduced as switches here. When the diode is
cut off, it is equivalent to the ‘‘0’’ (OFF) state of the switch.
Conversely, the conduction of diode is equivalent to the
‘‘1’’ (ON) state. The edge gaps can be connected or dis-
connected by controlling the bias state of diode, and the
‘‘supercell’’ state is controlled accordingly. The selected
diode model is HSMS-286F-TR1G, and its operating band
includes 915 MHz ∼ 5.8 GHz.

Five supercell states S1(0) (00), S6(180) (000010110100),
S4(12) (00001100), S6(721) (001011010001), and S2(12)
(1100) are selected to observe beam scanning at 4.5GHz. The
minimum andmaximum beam angles are given for S1(0) (00)
and S2(12) (1100), respectively.

V. MEASURED RESULTS
The proposed periodic reconfigurable antenna prototype in
selected states is measured in the far-field condition.

A. S-PARAMETERS AND GAIN
Reflection coefficients and measured gain of the antenna
prototype in selected states are measured. The measured
S-parameters (S11) and gains at 4.5 GHz are presented
in Table 3. Due to the influence of the diode (switch) and the
machining accuracy, there is a certain difference between the
measured results and simulated results.

FIGURE 15. Simulated and measured radiation patterns of
fixed-frequency antenna in selected supercell states. (a) Simulated
results; (b) Measured results.

B. RADIATION PATTERNS
Measured and simulated y-z plane radiation patterns of the
periodic reconfigurable antenna in selected states are shown
in Fig. 15.

From simulated radiation patterns, indicated in Fig. 15(a),
the main beam is directed at 135◦ in the state of S1(0) (00).
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In other selected states, the main beam points to 118◦,
94◦, 66◦, and 60◦, respectively. Accordingly, as shown
in Fig. 15(b), the measured beams are directed at 130◦, 118◦,
98◦, 66◦, and 54◦ in selected states, respectively.

The measured and simulated results are essentially the
same. Themeasured results further substantiate the feasibility
of the proposed fixed-frequency reconfigurable antenna. The
main beam is gradually scanned at 4.5 GHz as the supercell
state changes. Themeasured results reveal that themain beam
can be steered between 130◦ and 54◦.
A comparison between the characteristics of the proposed

antenna and some of the recent fixed-frequency antenna are
listed into Table 4. From Table 4, the advantage of wide-
range beam scanning capacity is obvious compared with the
existing fixed-frequency antennas.

VI. CONCLUSION
Aperiodic fixed-frequency staggered line leakywave antenna
with wide-range beam scanning capacity is presented in this
paper. The proposed reconfigurable antenna is based on a
periodic staggered line LWA. The MCM is used to analyze
the characteristics of the periodic structure. Besides, amethod
for eliminating OSB of the periodic antenna is obtained, and
the validity is verified by the measured results.

A multistate ‘‘supercell’’ approach is developed to analyze
the proposed reconfigurable antenna. The supercell state can
be altered by connecting or disconnecting edge gaps using
switches and microstrip lines. The fixed-frequency scanning
capacity is realized via changes the number of periodic units
in a supercell and the supercell state. Simulation analyses
and experimental measurements validate the results. The
measured scanning range of the antenna prototype is 76◦ at
4.5 GHz.
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